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One of the GLO bronze capped iron pipes found in the Nebraska National Forest near Halsey, Nebraska
during the 2016 PSAN Summer Seminar co-hosted by Jerry Penry and Boni Edwards. Photo courtesy of
Jerry Penry.
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Dear PSAN Members:
Articles and columns appearing in The Nebraska Surveyor are published as a
service to the members of the Professional Surveyors Association of Nebraska
and the general public for the advancement of the land surveying profession.
It is time for you to get involved in YOUR publication through your articles, columns, pictures, and ideas. Please send all items of interest to the editor by email: Lschroeder@cableone.net or phone: 402-371-7400 or to the Administrative Secretary at email: PSAN@nebraskasurveyor.com, website:
www.nebraskasurveyor.com or phone: 402-870-1738 or 402-456-7370.
Your participation is greatly appreciated.
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President’s Letter
Greetings everyone,
It has been an active summer for our association, mostly thanks to the
hard work of Jerry Penry and Boni Edwards. Thank you both for your dedication to our association and profession.

[president photo]

On June 11th some of us attended the “160th Anniversary of the Initial
Point of the 6th P.M.”. Surveyors from both Kansas and Nebraska attended
the event, along with a number of geocachers, including a geocaching
couple from Europe. Informative presentations were made by Jerry Penry,
Gene Thomsen and others. Ideas for the future of this memorial were discussed. Look for additional information to follow as these plans are developed.
Despite heavy morning rain the 2016 Summer Seminar, at Halsey National Forest, was a success. This event commenced with a cookout on the evening of July 14th. A number of people
“roughed it” by staying at the group campground. The next day the field activities were delayed a bit as morning thunderstorms rolled through. Once the weather cleared we began our
search for GLO bronze cap monuments and pits, which were originally set in 1915. A number
of these monuments were located, rehabilitated (if needed) and documented with new ties
and photos. The best part of this seminar was working alongside my peers. Thank you Boni
and Jerry!
Dan Martinez
PSAN President

PUBLICATION DEADLINES
Issue
Winter (printed copy)
Spring (pdf on website)
Summer (printed copy)
Fall (pdf on website)
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The Land Surveyor’s Guide to the Supreme Court of Nebraska
Chapter 22 – Baty v Elrod (1902)
Although the Court was clearly overwhelmed at this time with boundary disputes, in many of which inadequate original evidence was placed before the Court, our next featured case, which was decided on the same day
as the Brooks and Clark cases, just previously reviewed, definitively illustrates the value of physical evidence of
original PLSS boundary locations, when properly presented. Given the Court's intense focus upon the protection
of all private land rights that were obtained in accord with the settlement scheme designed by the federal government, and implemented by the GLO through the creation of the PLSS, its not surprising that the key factor in
such cases is typically the extent to which the evidence of established boundaries on the ground can be linked to
original monumentation. While the 3 cases just previously reviewed all involved situations in which various
claims were made concerning PLSS corners and lines, the losing parties all went down to defeat because they
failed to satisfactorily prove that the corner locations contended for by them were authentically connected to any
original GLO monumentation. Those 3 decisions therefore represent the perspective taken by the Court regarding how PLSS corner positions are to be restored in the absence of any acceptable physical evidence of the original location of the monument in question. The case we are about to review was superficially quite similar to
those cases, in that the outcome would be controlled entirely through a determination of what represented the
best evidence of certain corner locations which had originally been monumented by the GLO. Yet the result here
was directly to the contrary of the aforementioned cases, simply because from the evidence at it's disposal in this
instance the Court was able to discern a clear linkage between the establishment of the boundary line in controversy and the original monumentation upon which the law requires that line to be based. Since the Court approaches every dispute from a position of high respect for all actions taken in good faith by land owners, evidence indicating that an original line location was effectively, though perhaps only crudely, sought out and utilized by the original land owners, just as the federal government had intended, always carries great and potentially controlling legal weight. In addition, this case shows the Court's inclination to reinforce judgments that were
made upon the validity or controlling value of boundary evidence by pointing out that the statute of limitations
would result in the same outcome, thereby clarifying that many decisions in which adverse possession is referenced actually involve no adverse land use, and are merely placed in conclusive repose by means of such judicial
connections to statutes of limitation.
1872 – Horsham began occupying the north half of the SW1/4 of a certain Section 14 in Madison County, which
had been platted by the GLO in 1867, as a typical homesteader. During his first year upon the land he appears to
have been focused upon building a home, so he evidently saw no reason for concern over the exact location of his
boundaries, since he was apparently the first entrant to arrive in the area where he had chosen to settle.
1873 – Horsham met Carter, another homesteader who had evidently just arrived at this time, and had begun occupying the south half of the NE1/4 of Section 14. The two men set out together to locate the original GLO monuments marking both the north and south quarter corners of their section, and upon finding both of those monuments, they established the quarter section line accordingly, although what particular methods or tools they employed in so doing is unknown, and whether or not they could see from one quarter corner to the other is unknown
as well.
1874 – Horsham decided to more substantially mark the east line of his tract, so he planted an unspecified number
of trees in a row along that line, placing each of them a few feet to the west of the quarter section line that he and
Carter had established. There is no indication that Horsham ever obtained the assistance of a surveyor, either to
ascertain or to verify the exact location of the quarter section line running through his portion of the section.
1876 – The SE1/4 of Section 14 was entered by Miller, who was also a typical homesteader, and Miller evidently
began farming his land up to Horsham's tree line without questioning it's validity.
1881 – Horsham's half quarter was patented to him.
1882 – Horsham conveyed his tract to the Elrods, a husband and wife with one daughter, and they presumably con(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)
tinued the use of that tract, as it had been established by Horsham.
1884 – Miller obtained his patent to his quarter, and the tree line continued to function as the apparent boundary
between the Miller and Elrod farms.
1891 – Miller died and his land passed to his heirs, presumably his children, who continued the operation of the
Miller farm.
1892 – An unspecified number of conversations took place, involving various members of the Miller and Elrod
families, in which the location of their mutual boundary was discussed. It was repeatedly suggested by the Millers
in these conversations that the tree line was too far east, so they apparently believed, for unknown reasons, that the
trees planted by Horsham were actually located within their quarter. The Elrods evidently did not deny any of the
assertions that were set forth by the Millers at this time, but no definite agreement pertaining to the true quarter
section line location was reached, and no surveys were done, so the use of the land by both families went on unchanged.
1894 – The Elrod tract was conveyed by the Elrods to their daughter, but shortly thereafter she deeded it back to
her mother.
1895 – One of the Miller heirs, presumably a son of Miller, had a conversation with Elrod's husband, during which
Elrod's husband was informed that the Millers intended to have the quarter section line forming the boundary between the two farms surveyed, presumably in anticipation of selling the Miller quarter, and Elrod's husband agreed
with that proposal, suggesting that the Elrods would share the cost of the survey and would abide by the results.
The county surveyor completed the requested survey, and he placed the quarter section line about 100 feet west of
the tree line. No original monuments were found during this survey at either the north or the south quarter corners,
and whether or not any original monuments were found anywhere else around the section is unknown, so the exact
manner in which the location of the line in question was derived by the county surveyor is unknown.
1897 – The Miller heirs conveyed their quarter to Baty.
1900 – Having been informed by the Millers that the western boundary of his quarter was 100 feet west of the
trees, Baty apparently attempted to take control of that area from the Elrods, but they evidently declined to relinquish any land to him, so Baty filed an ejectment action against them, seeking a judicial decree that the line sur-

veyed in 1895 represented the true quarter section line location.
Baty argued that the 1895 survey had correctly located the quarter section line, and that the Elrods had
agreed to honor the results of that survey, so they had no valid basis upon which to deny him possession of any
land east of the surveyed line. Baty further argued that the Elrods could make no valid claim of adverse possession, because their use of the disputed area had clearly originated in a mistake as to the true boundary location,
also because 10 years had not passed between the date of Miller's patent and time when Elrod had been informed
that the tree line was incorrect, and finally because the Elrods had forsaken any claim they may have had to the
area in dispute by agreeing to let the line be determined by means of a survey. Elrod argued that the tree line represented the best existing evidence of the original quarter section line location, and that the 1895 survey was inaccurate, because the surveyor had failed to recover the relevant original GLO quarter corner locations, and he
had incorrectly placed those corners in computed locations, without any regard for the evidentiary value of the
tree line. Elrod further argued that adverse possession was applicable to the tree line, even if it had been established in a mistaken location, and the full statutory period had run prior to any controversy over the line in question, so no statements or agreements regarding that line which had been made subsequently were relevant. The
trial court held that the Elrods were correct on both of the points that they made in their defense, with regard to
the true original line location and with regard to adverse possession as well, ruling therefore that the line established in 1873 was the true quarter section line and the true boundary between the litigants.
As can be seen, this scenario poignantly highlights the great importance of acts performed in good faith by
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original entrymen, at a time when original survey evidence was presumably clear and plain on the ground, and at
this point in the history of Nebraska the Court was highly aware that legitimate original PLSS boundary evidence, already being decades old, was rapidly becoming very difficult to substantiate. Events such as those seen
here were highly typical on the frontier, and the Court realized that such things can fade into history with the
passing of even a single generation, quickly becoming obscure and unknown to subsequent parties who later
come to a given area, so although such early acts of boundary preservation have often gone undocumented, the
Court views them as being worthy of respect once discovered. If Horsham had been dead, the Elrods would have
been in a very difficult position, but fortunately for them he was still alive and available, and his testimony
proved to be absolutely key to their victory, because he had done precisely what every settler was expected to
do, in complete accord with the intent of the GLO for settlers to locate and utilize the monuments that had been
set for their use. Importantly, the Court understood, entrymen were not required to validate the precision with
which any GLO monuments had been set, the settlers were fully entitled to rely upon all GLO monuments,
wherever they might be found, and there was no requirement that such monuments must be checked and approved by local surveyors before being put into use when enclosing or improving the land being entered. From
earlier cases of this kind the Court had become well aware that resurveys utilizing dimensions of record rarely if
ever properly replicated true original corner positions, so the Court was always prepared to support and reward
those who provided strong evidence of genuine reliance upon original GLO monumentation. Since some degree
of uncertainty always resides in historical boundary evidence however, and it can always be attacked in some
manner by artful advocates, such as Baty's legal team in this instance, the court also saw fit to discuss the relevant questions regarding adverse possession that Baty had raised. The Court initially deemed the evidence concerning adverse possession to be inconclusive, since there was no evidence as to exactly when the Miller tract
had become subject to adverse possession, which would have been the date upon which Miller became qualified
to obtain his patent, rather than the actual date of the patent itself, as the Court had indicated in the 1892 Mills
case, previously reviewed herein. After considering the title aspect of the conflict however, in the context of adverse possession, the Court wisely went on to squarely address the relative value of the conflicting boundary evidence that had been presented, recognizing that it was in fact the best evidence upon which to dispose of the controversy at hand:
“The question whether the disputed tract lay in the SW or SE1/4 was, of course, merely a question as to
the locus of the true boundary line. Plaintiff introduced ... surveyors who had made a survey of the land ...
but it was conceded that this survey was not made from any government monuments on the half or quarter
section line ... Horsham ... found the quarter section mounds ... and traced the half section line, which was
his boundary, from these. This ... required no professional skill or mathematical knowledge ... these
mounds were in plain sight when he entered the land ... these were monuments which would control
courses and distances ... a survey made long subsequent and independently of such monuments would not
prevail against them. Positive and uncontradicted testimony ... will prevail over the location of such corners as found by a resurvey ... the jury was justified in finding that the true boundary line was the one located by Horsham from the government monuments ... Elrod may have been willing to have the land surveyed ... and still have been consistent in his claim that the disputed strip was a part of the land conveyed
to Horsham. We do not think that one who merely agrees with his neighbor to have his land surveyed and
his boundaries adjusted thereby impeaches his title, or yields his claim to the ownership of the land ...
(then adding upon rehearing) the county surveyor could find no quarter corners ... Horsham ... found both
of the quarter corner mounds, and with Carter traced the center line from one to the other ... defendant and
her grantors from 1873 to the present ... have been claiming ownership by reason of Horsham's original
location of the boundary ... long enough for the statute to have fully run long before 1892 ... conversation ... certainly was not enough to change the character of the possession ... ripe adverse possession is not

defeated by a subsequent admission of title.”
While some surveyors may object to the Court's conclusion that running a straight line requires no skill, or
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)

the idea that properly identifying original monuments requires no knowledge, the critical point of which to take
note is the fact that the Court properly understood that Horsham had done the best that he could do, which was
all that the law demanded of him, and his line was therefore worthy of respect, however lacking in precision it
may have been. Rather than treating the work of Horsham and Carter as unauthorized or illegal activity on their
part, quite the contrary, the Court saw their efforts as equivalent in effect to an original survey of the line in
question, and not without good reason, since they had done exactly what the law expected of them, defining the
line between their tracts with direct reference to the existing GLO monumentation. Thus the Court made it clear
that although resurveys can control boundaries in the absence of superior evidence, a resurvey which if approved
would operate to set asunder a boundary line that was established through an honest effort to utilize original
boundary evidence cannot control. Had Horsham been present in 1895, presumably the county surveyor would
have honored his testimony and located the relevant quarter corners accordingly, but since it had been shown
that there was good reason to suspect that the resurveyed corner locations were in fact unfaithful to the GLO
monument locations, which had been found and legitimately relied upon a quarter of a century before, the resurvey held no controlling value. This decision of the Court also exemplifies the important point that expert testimony does not always control, it can be overcome, even by the testimony of one who is clearly not an authentic
boundary expert, if that party can demonstrate that a retracement surveyor either rejected or neglected valid original boundary evidence, as was the case here. Whether or not any such testimony would be as effective today is
certainly questionable, but all current land owners stand in the shoes of their predecessors, so their right of reliance upon all legitimately established existing boundaries is legally no different than the rights of the original
entrymen, therefore boundary testimony remains at least theoretically superior to resurveys, and can potentially
control when properly admitted as evidence. The Court's recognition that the passage of time typically eradicates
valuable evidence is one of the primary reasons why adverse possession is regarded by the Court as relevant to
boundaries, since the Court is quite cognizant that land use itself often serves to supplant missing boundary evidence, which in many instances would have confirmed the validity of existing boundaries. Mindful of that, upon
rehearing this case in 1903, the Court adopted the supplemental position that adverse possession appeared to
have taken place between 1881 and 1891, so it was complete before the controversy over the line location arose
in 1892, making any words which were spoken either then or thereafter by the Elrods, regarding their land rights,
entirely inconsequential. Although adverse possession was superfluous to the outcome here, the Court nevertheless reiterated that while agreeing to abide by a survey during the statutory period can destroy adverse possession, mere discussions about surveys, like the surveys themselves, are powerless to impact the rights of a successful adverse claimant once the statutory period has elapsed, because nothing that is said or done after that
point in time can divest any title that has become vested by operation of law.

This article represents a portion of a book written in 2013 for professional land surveyors, the complete book is available from the Nebraska State Historical Society Library or free of charge upon request directly from the author (bportwood@mindspring.com).
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Submitted by: Jerry F. Penry
On June 11, 2016, exactly 160 years from the day that the Initial Point for the 6th Principal Meridian
was placed, nearly 40 people gathered to commemorate the anniversary. Those attending came from
the states of KS, NE, IA, MO, WI, and two tourists from Germany. Jerry Penry of Nebraska gave a
brief history of the establishment of the monument after the lid was removed and the original stone was
revealed. Gene Thomsen of Nebraska had a large display of vintage equipment and gave demonstrations on its use. One instrument on display was a solar compass owned by David Hoffart on Lincoln,
Nebraska. Dick Elgin of Rolla, Missouri, spoke on the features of the solar compass and gave a
demonstration on how each part is used. The fact that Charles Manners was able to establish the Initial
Point within 7-seconds of true 40° North latitude was remarkable in the words of Elgin. Ken Johnson
of Kansas then led the group in a discussion about the future plans for the site and asked for ideas.
Since next year will be the 30th anniversary of the establishment of the improvements made at the Initial Point, it was suggested that a work day at the site be planned in June of 2017.
Photos:
Left—Attendees of this great event.
Bottom—Dick Elgin while speaking about the
solar compass (left) and on right, the display
of vintage equipment by Gene Thomsen. All
photos courtesy of Jerry Penry.
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IN MEMORY
Gary L. Siedschlag, age 66, passed away May 29, 2016 in Omaha, NE. Preceded in death by
his parents and brother Les Siedschlag. He is survived by wife Connie of Yutan; daughter
Chelsea (Kevin) Kielian of Omaha; son Nick (Heather) of Austin, TX; sister Cindy (Forrest)
Carlson of Omaha; and 5 grandchildren.

2016 First Quarter new Members to PSAN:
Active Membership
Matthew A. Fouts, Woodbine, IA
Jesus (Jesse) A. Lugo, Parker, CO
Associate Membership
Austin J. Kucera, Lincoln, NE
Brian L. Haverkamp, Lincoln, NE

Newly Licensed Nebraska Registered Land Surveyors:
LS#
777
584
778
660
779
780
781
782
783
784
785

Last
Eichhorn
Brown
Fouts
Bernard
Belt
Rowe
Gregory
Forsythe
Grummert
Miller
Schilz
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First
Kristopher K.
Norman R.
Matthew A.
Daryn M.
Jeffrey
Terry L.
Kellan M.
David E.
Joshua E.
Darren B.
Gregg M.

State
Recip-Indiana
Recip-Illinois
Nebraska
Recip-Oklahoma
Recip-Missouri
Recip-Texas
Recip-Kansas
Nebraska
Nebraska
Nebraska
Nebraska

Date Registered
8/12/2015
8/12/2015
8/12/2015
10/29/2015
2/11/2016
4/7/2016
7/1/2016
7/1/2016
7/1/2016
7/1/2016
7/1/2016
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Reviewed Minutes of the PSAN Board Meeting on June 10, 2016
(Subject to approval of the Board of Directors)

Please see the Professional Surveyors Association of Nebraska’s website for the minutes. The next
meeting is planned for September 9, 2016.
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Dear fellow PSAN members,
Do you recognize the following paragraph? “The HEAD CHAINMAN shall take the front of chain and
lead the party. He shall clear the way and mark the line of progress. He shall always be mindful of
his relationship to the rear chainman so that he does not go too far ahead; to the instrumentman so
that he does not stray too far from the true line; and to the ground so that he is able to make a true
and accurate measurement. He is charged with responsibility to set the pace so that the task at hand
will be accomplished with the greatest speed while maintaining the integrity of the results.”
If you do recognize it, you might remember that this is the language engraved on the Head Chainman
Award Plaque. This award was created in 1989 by PSAN to recognize individuals who have served the
profession and/or enhanced its image. If you know someone who personifies these statements, please
nominate them for this award to the Official Board later this fall. In order to highlight the accomplishments of our members, please share specific characteristics about the person or examples of their leadership in the nomination letter. The nomination letter could be read as an introduction to the award recipient at the Winter Seminar banquet. I know we have great members who do great things in the field
of land surveying, so let’s take the opportunity to showcase these accomplishments amongst our surveying peers! In addition to the Head Chainman Award, qualifying members can also be nominated as
an Honorary Life Member as set forth in the PSAN Bylaws and Constitution.
Jeremy Feusner, Board Member
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2ND ANNUAL
Send me your best land surveying related photo and you could have it on the front cover of the
Winter 2017 The Nebraska Surveyor issue
Guidelines: Must be a digital photo in a JPEG format
Must include your name & a short description of the photo
Must be taken in Nebraska
Must be a PSAN Member to be eligible
1st Place will have their photo on the front cover of the Winter 2017 newsletter
2nd & 3rd Place winners will have their photos appear inside of the Winter 2017 newsletter
All 3 top Place winners will have their photos displayed at the PSAN Winter Convention and will be
sold at the auction to raise money for Scholarships.
Deadline: November 15, 2016
Send to: Editor Sandy Maillie at Lschroeder@cableone.net
PSAN reserves the right to print all the photos entered in The Nebraska Surveyor and/or post on the PSAN website (with appropriate credit).

Prize:
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Professional Surveyors Association of Nebraska’s 2016 Summer Seminar
In Review
Submitted by Jerry Penry (all photos are courtesy of Jerry Penry
The 2016 Summer Seminar at the Nebraska National Forest
near Halsey was a great success with over 30 registered surveyors, spouses, and children attending from four different
states. The seminar began Thursday evening, July 14, at the
private Group Campground at the forest. A cookout, bonfire,
equipment display, and observations on stars were highlights
of the evening. The participants filled the area with tents,
RV’s, while others chose to stay at nearby motels in Halsey
and Thedford. Seminar hosts Boni Edwards and Jerry Penry
arranged for a catered breakfast on Friday morning which was Attendees relaxing around the fire at the
held in the large picnic shelter. Despite the morning rain, eve- campground.
ryone was eager to form into teams and head out into the forest in search of the GLO bronze capped iron pipes that were placed during a 1915 resurvey.
Teams were challenged with a variety of objectives. First, the monuments had to be found by using
scaled latitude and longitude positions from USGS quad sheets. Handheld GPS receivers and cell
phones were the favored devices for the search. Participants quickly realized that fences, if they existed, meant little within the forest in regard to being on section lines. Once the monuments were located,
new positions were taken, straightened if found bent, and then reference ties were placed. The GLO
notes stated that memorials consisting of cement 8”x8”x6” were placed with the monuments. Four pits
were dug at section corners and two pits at quarter corners.
The memorials were searched for and the results of the finds varied from finding softball-sized concrete balls, small irregular pieces of concrete, and at least two 101-year-old tin cans. One can had evidence of concrete in the bottom, so perhaps it was the mixing can for each location and a canful of concrete was poured in the hole alongside the monument. In at least one instance, it was proven that the
GLO pipe had been moved with the discovery of the memorial in another location. The recovery of the
pits were met with mixed results in the open areas, but faired better success within the trees. The team
of Denny Whitfield, Jim Arens, and Gene Thomsen uncovered the dark outlines of four very distinctive
and dark pits which have remained undisturbed for a century under a thick canopy of planted trees.
The groups returned to the campground for a catered noon meal and exchanged information and stories
about their discoveries. Everyone was eager to return to the field and resume the search for more
monuments in the afternoon. The sun came out in early afternoon and began to heat things up. One
benefit of the rain was the absence of ticks and other insects. By late afternoon, the groups began returning to the campground for refreshments. More stories were shared of each group’s discoveries and
farewell’s were given.
This has been our second consecutive year of having the summer conference outdoors as a “working”
seminar. Even the most seasoned surveyors within the group talked about the knowledge that was
gained through this valuable experience of working in an outdoor classroom environment.
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Professional Surveyors Association of Nebraska’s
2016 Summer Seminar
In Review
Attendees hard at work finding
GLO monuments & pits.

(continued on page 16)
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(continued from page 15)

Professional Surveyors Association
of Nebraska’s 2016 Summer Seminar
In Review
Some of the monuments, pits & pieces of concrete found through out the day.
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Historic Maps of Nebraska
Chadron, Nebraska
By Sandy Maillie
The Northwest corner of the state was all part of the unorganized area of the State of Nebraska, until
February 1877 when Sioux County was formed (with its Easterly boundary the West line of Holt County and the South boundary on the 42 degree of latitude). The Government started surveying the area in
1879 – 1882, with the exception of the Fort Robinson Military Reservation, which to this day have
parts that have never been surveyed. In 1885, Dawes County was split off of Sioux County, which
included the area that would become Box Butte County (later split off in 1887).
The first settlers in the area of Chadron and Dawes County were the cattlemen in the 1870’s, prior to
the Government surveying the area. Since the land was not surveyed, the ranchers didn’t have any legal righs to it since it still belonged to the public domain. The unwritten law of the land was that when
a person first established a ranch, they were entitled to sufficient range for their needs – this “range”
was well defined so that no one encroached upon their neighbors land. Once the land was surveyed by
the Government, these ranchers were pushed out of the area to make room for the homesteaders, which
started to arrive in the area in the early 1880’s.
Near the confluence of the White River and the Chadron Creek, Northwest of the present location of
Chadron, was the site of one of the first towns in the area. Here a homesteader, Fannie O’Linn, created
a town on her claim by encouraging local business men to set up their shops to serve the needs of the
rural farmers and homesteaders already settled in the local area. In 1884, the Elkhorn, Fremont & Missouri Valley Railroad started building West from Valentine, reaching the area in 1885, with the plan of
building the main line farther West into Wyoming and a branch line to the North into the Black Hills.
Fannie O’Linn was hoping that the division of these two lines would be at her location. She actually
tried to negotiate with the railroad officials to buy some of her land in order to set up a rail terminal and
roundhouse. But the railroad thought her asking price was too high and decided to establish their own
townsite 6 miles to the Southeast and named in Bordeaux (named after James Bordeaux, a early fur
trader who managed a trading post for the American Fur Company in the area). The townspeople renamed the town to Chadron (named after Louis Chartran another early fur trader for American Fur
Company who also managed a trading post to the South of the current location of Chadron on Chadron
Creek). The people living in O’Linn knew that the close proximity to the railroad was essential to the
growth of the town, so they packed up and moved, including some buildings, to the new town of Chadron. Chadron was named the County Seat over Dawes City (now known as Whitney) by a narrow margin that same year in a special election. Chadron was the site of the U.S. Land Office of the North
Western Land District
A por on of the 1896
from May 1886 to JanuFremont, Elkhorn & Missouri
ary 1894, which brought
Valley Railroad Map showing
the line from Valen ne West many people to town and
helped put “it on the
into Wyoming and the
branch line running Northmap”.
from Chadron into the Black
Hills. Courtesy of the Chicago & North Western Historical Society.
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2016 Summer Seminar
Halsey National Forest
Halsey, Nebraska
July 15, 2016
Hosts: Boni Edwards and Jerry Penry

2018 Winter Convention
February 8-9, 2018
Holiday Inn & Convention Center
Kearney, Nebraska
Hosts: Trenton Snow & Jeremy Feusner

2017 Winter Convention
January 26-27, 2017
Mahoney State Park
Host: Jason Headley
2017 Summer Seminar
Host: looking for a volunteer
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